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117  Line 8       MA(p,q) should be ARMA(p,q).
132  Line 16     ...lag 8 of the errors should read ...lag 12 of the errors.
207  In the paragraph above Section 9.7 heading, the following changes should be made:

\[ \hat{Y}_{35}(1) = 70.14757 \quad \text{and} \quad \hat{Y}_{35}(2) = 71.94342. \]  
The updated forecast is then
\[ \hat{Y}_{t+1}(1) = \hat{Y}_{36}(1) = 71.94342 + 0.5705(65 - 70.14757) = 69.00673 \quad \text{or} \quad \text{about 69.} \]